














































Note to Readers

Why does this PDF have a “funny” format? Because Routledge failed to deliver me the PDF of the chapter that I requested
and Cathy of Routledge agreed to provide. (In the email below she says “I’ll just need to run it by the appropriate peo-
ple,” but she never came back to me with objections in the seven months between that email and when the book came out.)

Note: I split EUR 120 with my co-author on this chapter – an amount that was double Routledge’s payment because the
editors donated their fees to chapter authors.

From: Hartley, Cathy [Cathy.Hartley@informa.com]
Date: Fri, Jan 13, 2012 at 12:19 PM
Subject: RE: Handbook of Land and Water Grabs in Africa - Routledge Contract
To: “Zetland, David” [david.zetland@wur.nl]

Hi David

Many thanks for the contract. Remind me once the book has been published, and I’ll get the production people to send
you a PDF copy of your chapter. I’ll just need to run it by the appropriate people, but I think it should be OK to post a
Routledge watermarked version with reference to the book.

Best wishes
Cathy

From: David Zetland [david.zetland@wur.nl]
Sent: 13 January 2012 10:58
To: Hartley, Cathy
Cc: Jennifer Moeller-Gulland
Subject: Re: Handbook of Land and Water Grabs in Africa - Routledge Contract

Hi Cathy,

Yes, I would just post it on my website – here: http://www.kysq.org/pubs.htm

I’ve attached a signed contract. The only change is in section 4. I am taking payment, since Jennifer’s
work has too many rules on that matter. If it’s ok, then she will sign a version that omits payment.

Best
David

On Fri, Jan 13, 2012 at 10:17 AM, Hartley, Cathy [Cathy.Hartley@informa.com] wrote:

Dear David

Thanks for this. Please let me know what you mean by a PDF for distribution who would receive
it, and how many copies would be distributed? We can forward you a PDF of your chapter, but
this would normally be for personal use.

Best wishes
Cathy


